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Primary Vertexing in ALICE: SPD
First reconstruction of interaction vertex from SPD tracklets (pairs 
of points in 2 innermost ITS layers)
 Computed after local reconstruction, before tracking
Motivation:

 Initiate trackers (barrel and muon arm)

 Monitor the interaction diamond position quasi-online  

 dN/dh measurement with SPD

Vertexer3D-> determine x, y and z
Method:

 Tracklet build-up and selection (based on DCA to beam axis)

 Vertex = best common origin of selected tracklets

 Two iterations with increasing cut selectivity 

– Independence of possible beam displacements

VertexerZ -> determine z
 when a 3D reconstruction fails, 

an estimate of the sole Z 
coordinate of the vertex 
can be done with a single tracklet

 Require knowledge of x, y of
the beam 2

Beam axis

Layer 1

Layer 2



Primary Vertexing in ALICE: Tracks
Second reconstruction of interaction vertex from tracks
Motivation: 

 Accurate determination for physics analysis (e.g. D mesons)

Method: 
 Track selection (quality cuts + track impact parameter selection)

 Vertex finding and fitting

 Two iterations with increasing cut selectivity  efficient removal of secondaries
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SPD vertexer: performance in MC
Tuning of parameters (cuts, fiducial windows …) on MC 
simulations
Performance goals = unbiased estimate also forlarge and unkown 

beam displacements, high efficiency, best possible resolution, 
proper error estimation
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SPD vertexer: performance in MC
Tuning of parameters (cuts for tracklet building, fiducial 
windows …) on MC simulations
Performance goals = unbiased estimate also for large and unknown 

beam displacements, high efficiency, best possible resolution, 
proper error estimation
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Track vertexer: performance in MC
Tuning of parameters (track selection cuts, finding 
algorithm) on MC simulations
Performance goals = accurate estimate (high resolution), highest 

possible efficiency, proper error estimation
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Track vertexer: performance in MC
Tuning of parameters (track selection cuts, finding 
algorithm) on MC simulations
Performance goals = accurate estimate (high resolution), highest 

possible efficiency, proper error estimation
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Secondary vertices
Precise determination of primary and secondary vertices is the 
crucial ingredient for open charm and beauty analyses based on 
the reconstruction of displaced (by ~100 mm) decay topologies
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Then came the data … 900 GeV
SPD vertexer: compare data and MC for efficiency and 
resolution
Efficiency = events with vertex / triggered events

Resolution from the sigma of the diamond in X,Y
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Then came the data … 7 TeV
Track vertexer: compare data and MC for efficiency and 
resolution
Efficiency = events with vertex / triggered events

Resolution from the sigma of the diamond in X,Y
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Checking the stability
“Trending” tool to analyze the output of the Vertex task 
running in the QA train
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Online estimation
Vertexer3D is run online with a dedicated DA that performs:
For analyzed events: SPD local reconstruction + Vertex reconstruction

At the end of the run: from the distribution of reconstructed vertices 
compute the mean position and the sigma and store them in the OCDB
 Crucial information to allow the VertexerZ to provide an unbiased determination of Z 

of the vertex for low multiplicity events
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Pileup detection
Interactions occurring in a time window of 100 ns (4 bunch 
crossings) pile-up in the SPD

The SPD vertexer can be used to tag pile-up events
After finding the first vertex, the tracklets which are not 

pointing to this (“main”) vertex are used to check if there are 
other vertices originating particles
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Event display of a pile-up event at 900 GeV

Run 104892, Dec 12th 2009, 8:47pm
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Pileup performance
Candidate pileup vertices stored in ESD and AOD

Selection at analysis level
Trade-off between maximizing pileup finding efficiency and 

minimizing false positives is analysis (and data sample) dependent

Good agreement (after applying all efficiency corrections) with 
the pileup rate expected from the trigger rate 
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Open charm
Good vertexing performance 
crucial tool for exclusive 
reconstruction of D mesons in 
the central barrel 
5 channels already in reach (D0-

>Kp. D+, Kpp, D*->D0p, Ds->KKp and 
D0->Kppp)
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Conclusions
Long phase for development, 
debug, test and optimization of 
the vertexers on simulated data

Performance on real data 
resulted quite close to the 
expected one

High performance for open charm
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